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Parallel Neuronal Mechanisms for
Short-Term Memory

Earl K. Miller* and Robert Desimone
Although objects that have just been seen may persist in memory automatically for a time
(Fig. 2D), nor was treating BERH-2 tumor and interact passively with incoming stimulation, some tasks require that the memory be
cells with PEG alone (12).
actively maintained and used. To test for the existence of separate automatic and volitional
In summary, a BERH hepatocarcinoma- mechanisms of short-term memory, recordings were made from neurons in the inferior
specific vaccine in rats can be made by fusing temporal cortex of monkeys while the monkeys held a sample picture "in mind" and
tumor cells with syngeneic, activated B signaled when it was repeated in a sequence of pictures, ignoring other stimulus repeticells. In addition to MHC class II and B7 tions. Some neurons were suppressed by any picture repetition, regardless of relevance,
antigens, BERH-2-B cells may express other whereas others were enhanced, but only when a picture matched the sample. Short-term
cell surface molecules that are essential for memory appears to reflect the parallel operation of these two mechanisms-one being
the stimulation of host T cells. Production of automatic and the other active.
B cell-specific cytokines by hybrid tumor
cells may be important in the elicitation of
host immune responses (13). BERH-2 cells
fused with activated T cells were unable to Combined evidence from psychology and memory of the sample has a lasting effect on
stimulate BERH-2-specific immune respons- neuroscience has cleaved long-term memory many IT neurons, because their response to
es (12). Preliminary experiments suggest into two functionally independent systems: an subsequent test items is suppressed according
that tumor cells fused with activated alloge- explicit system for facts and events, and an to how well they match the sample-a
neic B cells are also immunogenic and can implicit system for the learning of perceptual property we have termed "adaptive mneand motor skills and habits (I). Psychological monic filtering" (4, 5). Because the sample
induce protective immunity (12).
In order to induce protective immunity, studies suggest that there may be more than is behaviorally relevant in DMS tasks, it is
the hybrid tumor cells must retain their ca- one neural system mediating short-term mem- commonly assumed that it is actively mainpacity to express tumor-specific antigens. In ory (STM) as well. Some theoretical ac- tained in memory (that is, "working memoaddition, the hybrid tumor cells must be able counts, for example, posit that incoming ry"), interacting with the neural processing
to process and present tumor-specific antigens stimuli are automatically held in some type of of incoming test stimuli; however, it is also
so as to activate host T cells. Whether this short-term storage buffer but may, in addition, possible that all stimuli, relevant or not
approach can be used in other tumor models be voluntarily maintained by active rehearsal (including, but not limited to, the sample),
remains to be determined. Our observation mechanisms (2). We sought neurophysiolog- automatically linger in memory for a time,
that protective immunity can be induced by ical evidence for multiple STM mechanisms interacting with incoming stimuli. For extumor cells fused with activated B cells with- in recordings from the anteroventral portion ample, if one actively searches for a repetiout in vitro selection may have broad clinical of the inferior temporal (IT) cortex, a region tion of the sample number 3897 in the
3897applications and may provide a useful strategy important for visual memory in primates, following series-1436 3482 3482
the
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one
humans
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(3).
including
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a bladder carcinoma that grows rapidly in
syngeneic Wistar rats. Immunization with
BERH-2-B cells did not inhibit the growth of
NBT-II cells in vivo (Table 2). In addition,
CD8+ T cells from rats immunized with
BERH-2-B lysed BERH-2 cells but not NBTII cells in vitro (12).
Finally, we determined whether in vitro
selection of hybrid tumor cells was obligatory
for the induction of tumor immunity. After
fusing BERH-2 tumor cells with activated B
cells, we washed the mixture of cells and
injected them subcutaneously into syngeneic
rats without prior in vitro selection. The
efficiency of the fusion ranged from 30 to
50%/. For controls, we injected BERH-2 tu-

Fig. 1. A standard trial is illustrat-

ed in the top row and an ABBA
trial in the bottom row. From zero
to three test stimuli intervened between the sample and the final
match. The repeated nonmatches
appeared after either zero (pictured) or one intervening stimulus
between them (for example, AB-

~

,

It.auulra

~:':i::~~~~~~~~~

Nonmatching test items

Sample

Matching test

,/\

Standar

CBA).

ABBA

filtering (4, 5). A sample stimu
was followed by one or mor
test
sequential stimuli ("BCDEA"), and th
monkey was rewarded for signaling whei
one matched the sample (6). None of th
test stimuli matched each other-the onl
repeated stimulus in the trial was the sample

mnemonic

lus ("A")

match stimulus. The second type of trial wa
termed an "ABBA" trial. In these trials, tw,
of the intervening nonmatch test stimul
("BB") matched each other but not th
sample. The animal had to withhold it
response to these repeated nonmatch stimul
and respond only to the repeated stimulu
that matched the sample. Although th
standard trials might be solved by a mecha

I

automatically detects any type of
stimulus repetition regardless of relevance,
the ABBA trials would force the animals to
maintain the sample item in working memory and compare test items to it.
Both monkeys were originally trained
with standard trials only. When their performance was 85 to 90% correct, the ABBA
trials were introduced, comprising about half
the total trials in a session and randomly
intermingled with standard trials. Unexpectedly, initial performance on the ABBA trials
revealed that the animals had learned standard DMS by using a simple stimulus-repetition rule rather than by comparing test
stimuli to just the sample memory. That is,
both monkeys released the bar to the repeated nonmatch stimuli (for example, to the
second "B"), resulting in an error. In the first
five sessions, performance on ABBA trials
ranged from 0.5% (monkey 1) to 56%
(monkey 2) correct, which was significantly
worse than on the standard trials, which
ranged from 85 to 90% correct, respectively

nism that

(paired t test, monkey

1: t = 9.716, P
6.297, P = 0.003).
After 2 to 6 weeks of additional training,

0.001; monkey 2: t

=

=

their performance on ABBA trials reached
85% correct. The animals now knew both
to maintain the sample in memory and to
compare test stimuli to it, and they presumably applied this new strategy to all trials,
A

Match

Nonmatch

Sample 0

2
3
4
1
Number of intervening stimuli

Fig. 2. Average responses of suppressed and
enhanced neurons. (A) Average response of 46
suppressed neurons to all 73 stimuli that elicited
a significantly weaker response when they
matched the sample than when they did not.
Average responses (and SEM) to matches, nonmatches, and repeated nonmatches were 19.2
(0.8), 23.5 (1.0), and 19.8 (1.0) spikes per second, respectively. (B) Average response of 26
enhanced neurons to all 45 stimuli that elicited a
significantly stronger response. Average responses (and SEM) to matches, nonmatches,
and repeated nonmatches were 25.3 (1.5), 21.2
(1.6), and 20.7 (1.7) spikes per second, respec-

tively. Spontaneous firing was approximately 10
spikes per second for both types of cells.

Repeated
nonmatch

155

o

H.B

Fig. 3. (A) Responses of a suppressed neuron
single stimulus appearing as a match,
nonmatch, and repeated nonmatch. (B) Same
as in (A), for an enhanced neuron. Horizontal
bars under the histograms indicate when the
stimuli were on, which was 500 ms for the
nonmatch and repeated nonmatch stimuli. The
match stimulus was terminated when the animal
made its response (8). The bin width is 20 ms.
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because they could not predict in advance
whether a trial would be ABBA or standard. We then recorded from 148 IT neurons during standard and ABBA trials, randomly intermixed (7).
We first separated cells into mnemonic
and nonmnemonic classes, with a two-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) carried out
separately on each cell, evaluated at P <
0.05. The six stimuli were one factor and
their matching-nonmatching status on a given trial was the other (8). The ANOVA
showed that half the cells (74 out of 148)
showed significant memory effects and that
nearly all of these (70 out of 74) were also
stimulus-selective. That is, the responses of
these cells were a joint function of the
current stimulus and of memory traces,
which is consistent with previous findings
(4, 5, 9, 10). Many cells also showed stimulus-specific activity in the delay following
the sample (11), but this activity was abolished by the first intervening test stimulus.
Useful mnemonic information was carried
only in the cells' responses to test items.
Of the cells showing memory effects, the
responses of 62% (46 out of 74) were
suppressed by test stimuli that matched the
sample (as compared to nonmatch responses). Responses were suppressed even when
up to three stimuli, the maximum tested,
intervened between the sample and the
matching stimulus, according to a paired t
test (P < 0.001) performed on the population data. This is the same "adaptive mnemonic filtering" found in previous studies
(4, 5). For convenience, we will refer to it
here as "match suppression."
However, the ABBA trials revealed that
the responses of these cells were suppressed
not only by match stimuli but also by repeated nonmatches (Fig. 2A). Responses to
matches and repeated nonmatches were not
significantly different (paired t tests, P >
0.11). The responses of one such cell are
shown in Fig. 3A. Thus, responses were
suppressed by both relevant and irrelevant
stimulus repetitions within the trial, not just
by the test stimulus that was a repetition
(match) of the sample. These results suggest
that adaptive mnemonic filtering underlies
automatic memory for stimulus repetition.
In contrast to the suppressed cells, 35%
(26 out of 74) of the cells with significant
memory effects gave enhanced responses to
test stimuli that matched the sample memory, as compared to nonmatching responses.
We term this effect "match enhancement."
Although the suppressed cells did not distinguish between matches and repeated nonmatches, the responses of these enhanced
cells were enhanced only by stimuli that
matched the sample, not by the repeated
nonmatch stimuli that "matched" each other (Fig. 2B). The responses of one such cell
are shown in Fig. 3B. Like the suppression
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In previous studies using animals trained mechanisms appear to be common compoonly with standard trials, we found about the nents of distributed STM systems.
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Fig. 4. (A) Population average histogram for suppressed neurons responding to the same stimuli as
in Fig. 2A. (B) Population
average histogram for enhanced neurons responding to the same stimuli as
in Fig. 2B. See Fig. 3 for
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effect, the enhancement effect lasts at least
several seconds, as it was maintained even
when three stimuli intervened between the
sample and the final match, the maximum
tested (paired t tests, P < 0.001). The
enhancement effect, like the animal itself,
uniquely identified the one stimulus in the
sequence that matched the actively maintained sample memory. This is consistent
with an active, or working, memory mechanism. Only 3% of the cells (2 out of 74)
showed mixed effects, namely suppression by
some stimuli and enhancement by others.
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